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The Deceivers - Kristen Simmons 2019-02-05
Kristen Simmons, the author of the Article 5
series and Metaltown, brings her remarkable
imagination to this intrigue-filled contemporary
drama where good kids are needed to do some
very bad things in The Deceivers. Welcome to
Vale Hall, the school for aspiring con artists.
When Brynn Hilder is recruited to Vale, it seems
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like the elite academy is her chance to start
over, away from her mom’s loser boyfriend and
her rundown neighborhood. But she soon learns
that Vale chooses students not so much for their
scholastic talent as for their extracurricular
activities, such as her time spent conning rich
North Shore kids out of their extravagant
allowances. At first, Brynn jumps at the chance
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to help the school in its mission to rid the city of
corrupt officials—because what could be better
than giving entitled jerks what they deserve? But
that’s before she meets her mark—a senator’s
son—and before she discovers the school’s
headmaster has secrets he’ll stop at nothing to
protect. As the lines between right and wrong
blur, Brynn begins to realize she’s in way over
head. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The How & the Why - Cynthia Hand
2019-11-05
"Cynthia Hand is the master of pulling at your
heartstrings. The How & the Why tells both
sides of an adoption story with love, compassion,
and care." —Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times
bestselling author of Letters to the Lost A
poignant exploration of family and the ties that
bind, from New York Times bestselling author
Cynthia Hand. Cassandra McMurtrey has the
best parents a girl could ask for; they’ve given
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Cass a life she wouldn’t trade for the world. She
has everything she needs—but she has
questions, too. Like, to know who she is. Where
she came from. Questions her adoptive parents
can’t answer, no matter how much they love her.
But eighteen years ago, someone wrote Cass a
series of letters. And they may just hold the
answers Cass has been searching for.
Alternating between Cass’s search for answers
and letters from the pregnant teen who placed
her for adoption, this emotionally resonant
narrative is the perfect read for fans of Nina
LaCour and Jandy Nelson.
Angie Thomas 2-Book Collection - Angie
Thomas 2019-03-05
Discover the critically acclaimed, #1 New York
Times bestselling The Hate U Give and the
highly anticipated On the Come Up from Angie
Thomas in this two-book collection. FIND YOUR
VOICE. MAKE SOME NOISE. The Hate U Give
William C. Morris Award Winner · National Book
Award Longlist · Michael L. Printz Honor Book ·
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Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book
"Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is
necessary. This story is important."—Kirkus
(starred review) "Heartbreakingly
topical."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between
two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she
lives and the fancy suburban prep school she
attends. The uneasy balance between these
worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the
fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil
at the hands of a police officer. On the Come Up
Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the
greatest rappers of all time. Or at least win her
first battle. As the daughter of an underground
hip hop legend who died right before he hit big,
Bri’s got massive shoes to fill. But it’s hard to
get your come up when you’re labeled a
hoodlum at school, and your fridge at home is
empty after your mom loses her job. So Bri pours
her anger and frustration into her first song,
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which goes viral…for all the wrong reasons.
Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick
and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie
Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.
Star Trek: The Fall: The Crimson Shadow - Una
McCormack 2013-09-24
As the Federation and Cardassia Prime celebrate
their strengthening ties and the Cardassian
ambassador to the Federation arranges a
glittering diplomatic reception, forces who
oppose the alliance prepare to make their move.
Ashlords - Scott Reintgen 2021-02-16
"A page-turning inferno of a book." -- Stephanie
Garber Red Rising meets The Scorpio Races in
this epic fantasy following three phoenix horse
riders--skilled at alchemy--who must compete at
The Races--the modern spectacle that has
replaced warfare within their empire. Every year
since the Ashlords were gifted phoenix horses by
their gods, they've raced them. First into battle,
then on great hunts, and finally for the pure
sport of seeing who rode the fastest. Centuries
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of blood and fire carved their competition into a
more modern spectacle: The Races. Over the
course of a multi-day event, elite riders from
clashing cultures vie to be crowned champion.
But the modern version of the sport requires
more than good riding. Competitors must be
skilled at creating and controlling phoenix
horses made of ash and alchemy, which are
summoned back to life each sunrise with
uniquely crafted powers to cover impossible
distances and challenges before bursting into
flames at sunset. But good alchemy only matters
if a rider knows how to defend their phoenix
horse at night. Murder is outlawed, but breaking
bones and poisoning ashes? That's all legal and
encouraged. In this year's Races, eleven riders
will compete, but three of them have more to
lose than the rest--a champion's daughter, a
scholarship entrant, and a revolutionary's son.
Who will attain their own dream of glory? Or will
they all flame out in defeat?
The Flower Drum Song - C. Y. Lee 2002-08-27
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Originally published in 1957, The Flower Drum
Song was a groundbreaking work of popular
literature. An immediate bestseller, it inspired
the classic Rodgers and Hammerstein musical.
This charming, bittersweet tale of romance and
the powerful bonds of family tells the story of
Wang Ta, who wants what every young
American man wants: a great career and a
woman to love. Living in San Francisco's
Chinatown-with his widowed father, Old Master
Wang, who misses the old way of life in China,
and his younger brother, who just wants to be a
normal American teenager-Wang Ta becomes
involved with a series of women as he searches
for love and the American dream. Comic,
poignant, and sexy, The Flower Drum Song is an
astute portrayal of immigrants struggling with
assimilation. This edition features a new
introduction by David Henry Hwang.
Patron Saints of Nothing - Randy Ribay
2020-04-21
A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
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"Brilliant, honest, and equal parts heartbreaking
and soul-healing." --Laurie Halse Anderson,
author of SHOUT "A singular voice in the world
of literature." --Jason Reynolds, author of Long
Way Down A powerful coming-of-age story about
grief, guilt, and the risks a Filipino-American
teenager takes to uncover the truth about his
cousin's murder. Jay Reguero plans to spend the
last semester of his senior year playing video
games before heading to the University of
Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that
his Filipino cousin Jun was murdered as part of
President Duterte's war on drugs, and no one in
the family wants to talk about what happened,
Jay travels to the Philippines to find out the real
story. Hoping to uncover more about Jun and the
events that led to his death, Jay is forced to
reckon with the many sides of his cousin before
he can face the whole horrible truth -- and the
part he played in it. As gripping as it is lyrical,
Patron Saints of Nothing is a page-turning
portrayal of the struggle to reconcile faith,
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family, and immigrant identity.
The Love Songs of W.E.B. Du Bois - Honoree
Fanonne Jeffers 2021-08-24
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ONE
OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVORITE BOOKS OF
2021 AN OPRAH BOOK CLUB SELECTION
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS
CIRCLE AWARD FOR FICTION FINALIST FOR
THE PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD FOR DEBUT
NOVEL • LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION • A FINALIST FOR
THE KIRKUS PRIZE FOR FICTION •
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR
FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE • LONGLISTED
FOR THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE • A
NOMINEE FOR THE NAACP IMAGE AWARD A
New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year • A
Time Must-Read Book of the Year • A
Washington Post 10 Best Books of the Year • A
Oprah Daily Top 20 Books of the Year • A People
10 Best Books of the Year • A Boston Globe Best
Book of the Year • A BookPage Best Fiction Book
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of the Year • A Booklist 10 Best First Novels of
the Year • A Kirkus 100 Best Novels of the Year
• An Atlanta Journal-Constitution 10 Best
Southern Books of the Year • A Parade Pick • A
Chicago Public Library Top 10 Best Books of the
Year • A KCRW Top 10 Books of the Year An
Instant Washington Post, USA Today, and Indie
Bestseller "Epic…. I was just enraptured by the
lineage and the story of this modern AfricanAmerican family…. A combination of historical
and modern story—I’ve never read anything
quite like it. It just consumed me." —Oprah
Winfrey, Oprah Book Club Pick An Indie Next
Pick • A New York Times Book Everyone Will Be
Talking About • A People 5 Best Books of the
Summer • A Good Morning America 15 Summer
Book Club Picks • An Essence Best Book of the
Summer • A Washington Post 10 Books of the
Month • A CNN Best Book of the Month • A
Time 11 Best Books of the Month • A Ms. Most
Anticipated Book of the Year • A Goodreads
Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A BookPage
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Writer to Watch • A USA Today Book Not to
Miss • A Chicago Tribune Summer Must-Read •
An Observer Best Summer Book • A Millions
Most Anticipated Book • A Ms. Book of the
Month • A Well-Read Black Girl Book Club Pick
• A BiblioLifestyle Most Anticipated Literary
Book of the Summer • A Deep South Best Book
of the Summer • Winner of an AudioFile
Earphones Award The 2020 NAACP Image
Award-winning poet makes her fiction debut
with this National Book Award-longlisted,
magisterial epic—an intimate yet sweeping novel
with all the luminescence and force of
Homegoing; Sing, Unburied, Sing; and The
Water Dancer—that chronicles the journey of
one American family, from the centuries of the
colonial slave trade through the Civil War to our
own tumultuous era. The great scholar, W. E. B.
Du Bois, once wrote about the Problem of race in
America, and what he called “Double
Consciousness,” a sensitivity that every African
American possesses in order to survive. Since
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childhood, Ailey Pearl Garfield has understood
Du Bois’s words all too well. Bearing the names
of two formidable Black Americans—the revered
choreographer Alvin Ailey and her great
grandmother Pearl, the descendant of enslaved
Georgians and tenant farmers—Ailey carries Du
Bois’s Problem on her shoulders. Ailey is reared
in the north in the City but spends summers in
the small Georgia town of Chicasetta, where her
mother’s family has lived since their ancestors
arrived from Africa in bondage. From an early
age, Ailey fights a battle for belonging that’s
made all the more difficult by a hovering trauma,
as well as the whispers of women—her mother,
Belle, her sister, Lydia, and a maternal line
reaching back two centuries—that urge Ailey to
succeed in their stead. To come to terms with
her own identity, Ailey embarks on a journey
through her family’s past, uncovering the
shocking tales of generations of
ancestors—Indigenous, Black, and white—in the
deep South. In doing so Ailey must learn to
song-of-the-crimson-flower

embrace her full heritage, a legacy of oppression
and resistance, bondage and independence,
cruelty and resilience that is the story—and the
song—of America itself.
Unpopular Culture - Guvna B 2017-06-15
Money is the key to happiness. Work hard, play
hard. Look out for number one. Popular culture
is full of phrases like these, telling us the best
way to live, the right things to buy, the right
body shape to have, the right people to hang out
with. These messages are everywhere we look,
24 hours a day. But what if there was another
way to live? What if we chose to live differently:
to stand against injustice, to live life for more
than just ourselves, to dare to be unpopular?
Guvna B is rebelling against the status quo, and
he's calling you to join him. It's time to flip the
script, to demonstrate another way to live, to
find freedom in going against the grain. It's time
for unpopular culture to take the stage.
Forest of a Thousand Lanterns - Julie C. Dao
2017-10-10
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The Wrath and the Dawn meets Snow White and
the Huntsman in this dark and mystical East
Asian fantasy reimagining of The Evil Queen
legend about one peasant girl's quest to become
Empress. "A richly developed fantasy world . . .
Julie C. Dao is a talent to watch."—Marie Lu, #1
New York Times bestselling author of The Young
Elites Eighteen-year-old Xifeng is beautiful. The
stars say she is destined for greatness, that she
is meant to be Empress of Feng Lu. But only if
she embraces the darkness within her. Growing
up as a peasant in a forgotten village on the
edge of the map, Xifeng longs to fulfill the
destiny promised to her by her cruel aunt, the
witch Guma, who has read the cards and seen
glimmers of Xifeng's majestic future. But is the
price of the throne too high? Because in order to
achieve greatness, she must spurn the young
man who loves her and exploit the callous magic
that runs through her veins--sorcery fueled by
eating the hearts of the recently killed. For the
god who has sent her on this journey will not be
song-of-the-crimson-flower

satisfied until his power is absolute. Set in an
East Asian-inspired fantasy world filled with
both breathtaking pain and beauty, Forest of a
Thousand Lanterns possesses all the hallmarks
of masterful fantasy: dazzling magic,
heartbreaking romance, and a world that hangs
in the balance. Fans of Heartless, Stealing Snow,
and Red Queen will devour this stunning debut.
Praise for Forest of a Thousand Lanterns A
Junior Library Guild Selection "A richly
developed fantasy world coupled with an
ambitious anti-heroine of complex agency, this
story shines and surprises at every turn. Julie C.
Dao is a talent to watch."—Marie Lu, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Young
Elites ★ "A masterful reimagining of the early life
of Snow White’s Evil Queen."—Booklist, starred
review ★ "Lushly written . . . tantalizing
reading."—Publishers Weekly, starred review
"Rich in detail and full of gore and blood, this
dark novel will satisfy ‘Game of Thrones’
fans."—School Library Journal “A stunning
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reimagining of the Evil Queen. Filled with
treacherous courtesans, dark magic, terrible
choices, and bloody hearts, Julie Dao’s exquisite
take on this classic villain rises far above the
average retelling.”—Stephanie Garber, New
York Times bestselling author of Caraval
“Magnetic, seductive, and alluring, Dao’s Forest
of a Thousand Lanterns is a lush, captivating
read about desire and the lengths to which we
will go to find our true destiny.”—S. Jae-Jones,
New York Times bestselling author of
Wintersong
The Lost Prince - Julie Kagawa 2012-10-23
Resentful of Meghan, the Fey Queen sister he
believes deserted their family, Ethan Chase
embarks on a dangerous journey into the fey
world with a girl he loves and a reluctant ally
who might be his nephew.
The Crimson Skew - S. E. Grove 2017-07-04
The thrilling conclusion to S. E. Grove's New
York Times–bestselling Mapmakers Trilogy—a
historical, fantastical adventure perfect for fans
song-of-the-crimson-flower

of Philip Pullman! It is late August 1892, and
Sophia Tims is coming home from a foreign Age,
having risked her life in search of her missing
parents. Now she is aboard ship, with a hardearned, cryptic map that may help her find them
at long last. But her homecoming is anything but
peaceful. Threatening clouds hang over New
Orleans harbor. Sinkholes have been opening in
Boston, swallowing parts of the city whole.
Rogue weirwinds tear up the Baldlands. Worst of
all, New Occident is at war, led by a prime
minister who will do anything to expand the
country westward. He has blackmailed Sophia’s
beloved uncle Shadrack into drawing the battle
maps that will lead countless men and
boys—including Sophia’s best friend, Theo—to
their deaths. As Sophia puzzles out her next
move, Shadrack is peeling back layers of
government intrigue, and Theo is bracing
himself to fight. A red fog of war is rising, and
New Occident’s future hangs in the balance . . . *
"A triumphant conclusion to a prodigious feat of
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storytelling."--Kirkus Reviews, starred review *
"A sharply creative, engrossing trilogy . . .
Grove's imaginative world building continues to
dazzle in this third entry . . . An enormously
satisfying wrap-up."--BCCB, starred review
Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix - Julie C.
Dao 2019-09-17
This fairy tale retelling lives in a mystical world
inspired by the Far East, where the Dragon Lord
and the Serpent God battle for control of the
earthly realm; it is here that the flawed heroine
of Forest of a Thousand Lanterns finally meets
her match. An epic fantasy finale to that
breathtaking and dazzling story. Princess Jade
has grown up in exile, hidden away in a
monastery while her stepmother, the ruthless
Xifeng, rules as Empress of Feng Lu. But the
empire is in distress and its people are sinking
into poverty and despair. Even though Jade
doesn't want the crown, she knows she is the
only one who can dethrone the Empress and set
the world right. Ready to reclaim her place as
song-of-the-crimson-flower

rightful heir, Jade embarks on a quest to raise
the Dragon Lords and defeat Xifeng and the
Serpent God once and for all. But will the same
darkness that took Xifeng take Jade, too? Or will
she find the strength within to save herself, her
friends, and her empire? Set in an East Asianinspired fantasy world filled with breathtaking
pain and beauty, Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix
is filled with dazzling magic, powerful prose, and
characters readers won't soon forget. Fans of
Stealing Snow, Red Queen, and The Wrath and
the Dawn will hungrily devour this page-turning
read. Praise for Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix:
“There aren’t many authors who could so
precisely undo their first book with their second,
but it is this clever unweaving that shows Dao’s
brilliance and skill. With heart-stopping action
and wonderful new characters, this is not a
sequel to be missed.” —EK Johnston, #1 New
York Times bestselling author “A lush,
enchanting tale of magic, myth, and absolute
courage. At once gorgeously woven and
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deliciously gruesome, Kingdom of the Blazing
Phoenix is a thrilling end to a series that feels
like a classic in its own right.” —Natalie Mae,
author of The Kinder Poison “Kingdom of the
Blazing Phoenix is the stunning counterpoint to
Forest of a Thousand Lanterns. A refreshing take
on the classic heroine, and an adventure of
stories nestled within stories, this is a book
fairytale lovers will tuck among their most
beloved treasures.” —Emily X.R. Pan, New York
Times bestselling author of The Astonishing
Color of After “Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix
broke my heart and filled it, all at once. In the
process, Julie C. Dao has turned a well-worn tale
into something thrilling and new. Ornate,
tender, and magical. I could not put this book
down.” —Tochi Onyebuchi, author of Beasts
Made of Night and Crown of Thunder
“Beautifully written and masterfully told,
Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix feels at once
timeless and entirely new . . . I loved it with my
whole heart.” —Margaret Rogerson, New York
song-of-the-crimson-flower

Times bestselling author of An Enchantment of
Ravens “Utterly brilliant in every way, Kingdom
of the Blazing Phoenix is the perfect follow-up to
Julie C. Dao’s debut. This is the dark fantasy I've
been waiting for, and I can't get enough!” —Beth
Revis, New York Times bestselling author of
Give the Dark My Love "A grand adventure for
fans of fairy tales, fables, and legends coupled
with the vibrant history of Chinese
dynasties."—Kirkus Reviews * "A top purchase
for most fantasy collections." --School Library
Journal, starred review
Team Chu and the Battle of Blackwood
Arena - Julie C. Dao 2022-07-26
A rollicking, action-packed adventure of laser
tag and fierce sibling rivalries, Team Chu and
the Battle of Blackwood Arena is the first book in
a commercial middle grade fantasy series by
Julie C. Dao. Clip and Sadie Chu couldn’t be
more different. Popular, athletic Clip wants to
become his school’s first seventh-grade soccer
captain, while brainy star student Sadie is
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determined to prove that she can do anything
her boastful brother can. They have just one
thing in common: they love laser tag. Like, really
love it. When the Blackwood Gaming Arena
comes to town, bringing virtual reality headsets
and state-of-the-art courses, they couldn’t be
more excited—or competitive. But then a
mysterious figure appears and claims to be a
part of the game, forcing the Chus and their
friends to save themselves from a sinister force
lurking inside the simulation. Together, they
must fight their way through epic battlegrounds
that will test their speed, skills, and smarts . . .
but will Clip and Sadie learn that they’re far
better off working together than competing for
the ultimate victory?
Half of a Yellow Sun - Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie 2010-10-29
With her award-winning debut novel, Purple
Hibiscus, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie was
heralded by the Washington Post Book World as
the “21st century daughter” of Chinua Achebe.
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Now, in her masterly, haunting new novel, she
recreates a seminal moment in modern African
history: Biafra’s impassioned struggle to
establish an independent republic in Nigeria
during the 1960s. With the effortless grace of a
natural storyteller, Adichie weaves together the
lives of five characters caught up in the
extraordinary tumult of the decade. Fifteen-yearold Ugwu is houseboy to Odenigbo, a university
professor who sends him to school, and in whose
living room Ugwu hears voices full of
revolutionary zeal. Odenigbo’s beautiful
mistress, Olanna, a sociology teacher, is running
away from her parents’ world of wealth and
excess; Kainene, her urbane twin, is taking over
their father’s business; and Kainene’s English
lover, Richard, forms a bridge between their two
worlds. As we follow these intertwined lives
through a military coup, the Biafran secession
and the subsequent war, Adichie brilliantly
evokes the promise, and intimately, the
devastating disappointments that marked this
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time and place. Epic, ambitious and
triumphantly realized, Half of a Yellow Sun is a
more powerful, dramatic and intensely
emotional picture of modern Africa than any we
have had before.
The Crimson Crown - B. J. Swann 2021-03-16
Inverted Dreams. Excoriated Hearts. Terror and
Horror Sublime. The twin princesses Oda and
Honey are as different as night and day. Oda is a
child of the dark, obsessed with cruelty and
death. Honey is as sweet as her name, filled with
goodwill and compassion. It is therefore a
remarkably revolting twist of fate when the royal
astrologer orders Oda to be married to the mildmannered King Armand, while Honey is
betrothed to King Barbus of Gutgirt, the most
brutal man in the world, who tears peasants
apart with his bare hands and keeps his
murdered brides' bodies on display in his own
bloody chamber. As the twins strive to wrest
back their lives from the cruel hand of fate, they
embark on a journey of self discovery that will
song-of-the-crimson-flower

twist them in unimaginable ways - and perhaps
bare the secrets of their innermost selves. At the
centre of their struggles, shining balefully over
all, is the Crimson Crown of Gutgirt, a relic of
terrible mystery and demonic power, whose
secrets hold the key to salvation - and
everlasting doom. The Crimson Crown is a Punk
AF fantasy story set in the Aeon of Chaos. It
contains graphic sex, violence, and disturbing
material, and is not intended for the squeamish
or the easily offended.
The Crimson Fairy Book - Andrew Lang 1903
Lang's fairy books were childhood favorites of
Tolkien.
Color Me In - Natasha Díaz 2020-08-11
A powerful coming-of-age novel, pulled from
personal experience, about the meaning of
friendship, the joyful beginnings of romance, and
the racism and religious intolerance that can
both strain a family to the breaking point and
strengthen its bonds. Growing up in an affluent
suburb of New York City, sixteen-year-old
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Nevaeh Levitz never thought much about her
biracial roots. When her Black mom and Jewish
dad split up, she relocates to her mom's family
home in Harlem and is forced to confront her
identity for the first time. Nevaeh wants to get to
know her extended family, but because she
inadvertently passes as white, her cousin thinks
she's too privileged, pampered, and selfish to
relate to the injustices African Americans face
on a daily basis. In the meantime, Nevaeh's dad
decides that she should have a belated bat
mitzvah instead of a sweet sixteen, which
guarantees social humiliation at her posh private
school. But rather than take a stand, Nevaeh
does what she's always done when life gets
complicated: she stays silent. Only when Nevaeh
stumbles upon a secret from her mom's past,
finds herself falling in love, and sees firsthand
the prejudice her family faces does she begin to
realize she has her own voice. And choices. Will
she continue to let circumstances dictate her
path? Or will she decide once for all who and
song-of-the-crimson-flower

where she is meant to be? "Absolutely
outstanding!" --Nic Stone, New York Times
bestselling author of Dear Martin
A Clash of Steel: A Treasure Island Remix - C.B.
Lee 2021-09-07
Two intrepid girls hunt for a legendary treasure
on the deadly high seas in this YA remix of the
classic adventure novel Treasure Island. 1826.
The sun is setting on the golden age of piracy,
and the legendary Dragon Fleet, the scourge of
the South China Sea, is no more. Its ruthless
leader, a woman known only as the Head of the
Dragon, is now only a story, like the ones Xiang
has grown up with all her life. She desperately
wants to prove her worth, especially to her
mother, a shrewd businesswoman who never
seems to have enough time for Xiang. Her father
is also only a story, dead at sea before Xiang was
born. Her single memento of him is a pendant
she always wears, a simple but plain piece of
gold jewelry. But the pendant's true nature is
revealed when a mysterious girl named Anh
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steals it, only to return it to Xiang in exchange
for her help in decoding the tiny map scroll
hidden inside. The revelation that Xiang's father
sailed with the Dragon Fleet and tucked away
this secret changes everything. Rumor has it
that the legendary Head of the Dragon had one
last treasure—the plunder of a thousand
ports—that for decades has only been a myth, a
fool's journey. Xiang is convinced this map could
lead to the fabled treasure. Captivated with the
thrill of adventure, she joins Anh and her motley
crew off in pursuit of the island. But the girls
soon find that the sea—and especially those who
sail it—are far more dangerous than the legends
led them to believe. Praise for A Clash of Steel: A
Cosmopolitan Best YA Book of 2021 "This deeply
immersive adventure features deftly interwoven
Chinese and Vietnamese, luscious culinary
descriptions, and well-rendered explorations of
imperialism, treasure, found family, and love."
—Publishers Weekly, starred review "Vividly
realized and brimming with romantic adventure.
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Rooted in the legend of Chinese pirate queen
Ching Shih, C.B. Lee’s A Clash of Steel is richly
imagined and thrilling to the end." —Malinda Lo,
bestselling author of Last Night at the Telegraph
Club "Lavishly drawn and studded with jewels
from the original, C.B. Lee has written a remix
that delves deep into questions of family, love,
and treasure. This is a book I wish I'd had as a
young, queer teen and it deserves a spot in any
collection." —Natalie C. Parker, author of the
Seafire trilogy The Remixed Classics Series A
Clash of Steel: A Treasure Island Remix by C.B.
Lee So Many Beginnings: A Little Women Remix
by Bethany C. Morrow Travelers Along the Way:
A Robin Hood Remix by Aminah Mae Safi What
Souls Are Made Of: A Wuthering Heights Remix
by Tasha Suri Self-Made Boys: A Great Gatsby
Remix by Anna-Marie McLemore My Dear
Henry: A Jekyll & Hyde Remix by Kalynn Bayron
Teach the Torches to Burn: A Romeo & Juliet
Remix by Caleb Roehrig Into the Bright Open: A
Secret Garden Remix by Cherie Dimaline Most
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Ardently: A Pride & Prejudice Remix by Gabe
Cole Novoa
All the Greys on Greene Street - Laura Tucker
2020-06-02
"A dazzling debut novel about resilience,
courage, home and family."--Rebecca Stead,
Newbery Award-winning author of When You
Reach Me SoHo, 1981. Twelve-year-old Olympia
is an artist--and in her neighborhood, that's
normal. Her dad and his business partner Apollo
bring antique paintings back to life, while her
mother makes intricate sculptures in a corner of
their loft, leaving Ollie to roam the streets of
New York with her best friends Richard and
Alex, drawing everything that catches her eye.
Then everything falls apart. Ollie's dad
disappears in the middle of the night, leaving
her only a cryptic note and instructions to
destroy it. Her mom has gone to bed, and she's
not getting up. Apollo is hiding something, Alex
is acting strange, and Richard has questions
about the mysterious stranger he saw outside.
song-of-the-crimson-flower

And someone keeps calling, looking for a
missing piece of art. . . Olympia knows her dad is
the key--but first, she has to find him, and time is
running out.
The Crimson Petal and the White - Michel Faber
2010
Yearning to escape her life of prostitution in
1870s London, Sugar finds her fate entangled in
the complicated family life of patron William, an
egotistical perfume magnate.
Song of the Crimson Flower - Julie C. Dao
2019-11-05
From the acclaimed author of Forest of a
Thousand Lanterns comes a fantastical new tale
of darkness and love, in which magical bonds are
stronger than blood. Will love break the spell?
After cruelly rejecting Bao, the poor physician's
apprentice who loves her, Lan, a wealthy
nobleman's daughter, regrets her actions. So
when she finds Bao's prized flute floating in his
boat near her house, she takes it into her care,
not knowing that his soul has been trapped
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inside it by an evil witch, who cursed Bao, telling
him that only love will set him free. Though Bao
now despises her, Lan vows to make amends and
help break the spell. Together, the two travel
across the continent, finding themselves in the
presence of greatness in the forms of the Great
Forest's Empress Jade and Commander Wei.
They journey with Wei, getting tangled in the
webs of war, blood magic, and romance along
the way. Will Lan and Bao begin to break the
spell that's been placed upon them? Or will they
be doomed to live out their lives with black
magic running through their veins? In this
fantastical tale of darkness and love, some
magical bonds are stronger than blood.
You've Reached Sam - Dustin Thao 2021-11-09
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! If I Stay
meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've
Reached Sam, a heartfelt novel about love and
loss and what it means to say goodbye.
Seventeen-year-old Julie Clarke has her future
all planned out—move out of her small town with
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her boyfriend Sam, attend college in the city;
spend a summer in Japan. But then Sam dies.
And everything changes. Heartbroken, Julie
skips his funeral, throws out his belongings, and
tries everything to forget him. But a message
Sam left behind in her yearbook forces
memories to return. Desperate to hear him one
more time, Julie calls Sam's cell phone just to
listen to his voice mail recording. And Sam picks
up the phone. The connection is temporary. But
hearing Sam's voice makes Julie fall for him all
over again and with each call, it becomes harder
to let him go. What would you do if you had a
second chance at goodbye? A 2021 Kids' Indie
Next List Selection A Cosmo.com Best YA Book
Of 2021 A Buzzfeed Best Book Of November A
Goodreads Most Anticipated Book
A Million Junes - Emily Henry 2017-05-16
"A beautiful, lyrical, and achingly brilliant story
about love, grief, and family. Henry's writing will
leave you breathless." —BuzzFeed Romeo and
Juliet meets One Hundred Years of Solitude in
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Emily Henry's brilliant follow-up to The Love
That Split the World, about the daughter and son
of two long-feuding families who fall in love
while trying to uncover the truth about the
strange magic and harrowing curse that has
plagued their bloodlines for generations. In their
hometown of Five Fingers, Michigan, the
O'Donnells and the Angerts have mythic
legacies. But for all the tall tales they weave,
both founding families are tight-lipped about
what caused the century-old rift between them,
except to say it began with a cherry tree.
Eighteen-year-old Jack “June” O’Donnell doesn't
need a better reason than that. She's an
O'Donnell to her core, just like her late father
was, and O'Donnells stay away from Angerts.
Period. But when Saul Angert, the son of June's
father's mortal enemy, returns to town after
three mysterious years away, June can't seem to
avoid him. Soon the unthinkable happens: She
finds she doesn't exactly hate the gruff, sarcastic
boy she was born to loathe. Saul’s arrival sparks
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a chain reaction, and as the magic, ghosts, and
coywolves of Five Fingers conspire to reveal the
truth about the dark moment that started the
feud, June must question everything she knows
about her family and the father she adored. And
she must decide whether it's finally time for
her—and all of the O'Donnells before her—to let
go.
Night Music - Jenn Marie Thorne 2019-03-19
"A dreamy summer rom-com that'll make you
believe in love again." --Bustle "Full of not only
sigh-inducing swoons but the social commentary
[Thorne] is talented at writing." --Paste Music
was Ruby's first love, but did it ever love her
back? After a nightmare audition at the music
school where her famous father teaches, the
answer to this question is unavoidable. And so, it
seems, is Oscar Bell. Musical genius, YouTube
sensation, and her dad's new protégé, Oscar is
the last person Ruby needs in her life. Being
around him feels dangerously like being with her
first love again--except music never kissed her
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like this. Oscar is falling for Ruby too, but he
knows how it'll look to the ultra-privileged, ultrawhite world of classical music--a Black guy
dating his mentor's white daughter. As the New
York City summer heats up, though, so does the
spark between them. Can two people still
figuring themselves out figure out how to be
together? And will Ruby get over her first love in
time to save what she has with her second?
"Delightful...Hits all the right notes." --Mackenzi
Lee, author of The Gentleman's Guide to Vice
and Virtue "Seriously swoony...I loved it." -Rachel Hawkins, author of Royals "Sweet and
intense...[An] engrossing romance with a social
conscience." --Kirkus "Utterly romantic." --Tanaz
Bhathena, author of A Girl Like That "Full of
heart and humor. It crackles with energy." -Kelly Loy Gilbert, author of Picture Us in the
Light "Timely and romantic." --Publishers Weekly
"Beautiful, heartfelt, aware, and raw." --Lauren
Gibaldi, author of This Tiny Perfect World
"Thoughtful, nuanced." --Booklist
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Top Ten - Katie Cotugno 2017-10-03
The latest charming, smart contemporary
realistic romance from the New York Times
bestselling author of 99 Days, Fireworks, and
How to Love. Perfect for fans of Julie Murphy
and Becky Albertalli. Ryan McCullough and
Gabby Hart are the unlikeliest of best friends.
Prickly, anxious Gabby would rather do literally
anything than go to a party. Ultra-popular Ryan
is a hockey star who can get any girl he
wants—and frequently does. But somehow their
relationship just works; from dorky Monopoly
nights to rowdy house parties to the top ten lists
they make about everything under the sun. Now,
on the night of high school graduation,
everything is suddenly changing—in their lives,
and in their relationship. As they try to figure
out what they mean to each other and where to
go from here, they make a final top ten list: this
time, counting down the top ten moments of
their friendship.
Daughter of the Forest - Juliet Marillier
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2010-04-01
Daughter of the Forest is a testimony to an
incredible author's talent, a first novel and the
beginning of a trilogy like no other: a mixture of
history and fantasy, myth and magic, legend and
love. Lord Colum of Sevenwaters is blessed with
six sons: Liam, a natural leader; Diarmid, with
his passion for adventure; twins Cormack and
Conor, each with a different calling; rebellious
Finbar, grown old before his time by his gift of
the Sight; and the young, compassionate
Padriac. But it is Sorcha, the seventh child and
only daughter, who alone is destined to defend
her family and protect her land from the Britons
and the clan known as Northwoods. For her
father has been bewitched, and her brothers
bound by a spell that only Sorcha can lift. To
reclaim the lives of her brothers, Sorcha leaves
the only safe place she has ever known, and
embarks on a journey filled with pain, loss, and
terror. When she is kidnapped by enemy forces
and taken to a foreign land, it seems that there
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will be no way for her to break the spell that
condemns all that she loves. But magic knows no
boundaries, and Sorcha will have to choose
between the life she has always known and a
love that comes only once. Juliet Marillier is a
rare talent, a writer who can imbue her
characters and her story with such warmth, such
heart, that no reader can come away from her
work untouched. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Book of Roses - Francis Parkman 2010-10
Renowned American historian and leading
horticulturalist Parkman wrote what was for
many years a standard manual on the subject of
roses in 1866.
Song of the Crimson Flower - Julie C. Dao
2019-11-05
From the acclaimed author of Forest of a
Thousand Lanterns comes a fantastical new tale
of darkness and love, in which magical bonds are
stronger than blood. Will love break the spell?
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After cruelly rejecting Bao, the poor physician's
apprentice who loves her, Lan, a wealthy
nobleman's daughter, regrets her actions. So
when she finds Bao's prized flute floating in his
boat near her house, she takes it into her care,
not knowing that his soul has been trapped
inside it by an evil witch, who cursed Bao, telling
him that only love will set him free. Though Bao
now despises her, Lan vows to make amends and
help break the spell. Together, the two travel
across the continent, finding themselves in the
presence of greatness in the forms of the Great
Forest's Empress Jade and Commander Wei.
They journey with Wei, getting tangled in the
webs of war, blood magic, and romance along
the way. Will Lan and Bao begin to break the
spell that's been placed upon them? Or will they
be doomed to live out their lives with black
magic running through their veins? In this
fantastical tale of darkness and love, some
magical bonds are stronger than blood.
The Song of the Lark - Willa Cather 1916
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A novelist and short-story writer, Willa Cather is
today widely regarded as one of the foremost
American authors of the twentieth century.
Particularly renowned for the memorable women
she created for such works as My Antonia and O
Pioneers!, she pens the portrait of another
formidable character in The Song of the Lark.
This, her third novel, traces the struggle of the
woman as artist in an era when a woman's role
was far more rigidly defined than it is today. The
prototype for the main character as a child and
adolescent was Cather herself, while a leading
Wagnerian soprano at the Metropolitan Opera
(Olive Fremstad) became the model for Thea
Kronborg, the singer who defies the limitations
placed on women of her time and social station
to become an international opera star. A comingof-age-novel, important for the issues of gender
and class that it explores, The Song of the Lark
is one of Cather's most popular and lyrical
works. Book jacket.
Legendborn - Tracy Deonn 2020-09-15
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An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of
the Coretta Scott King - John Steptoe for New
Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an
intriguingly rich magic system, Tracy Deonn’s
YA contemporary fantasy reinvents the King
Arthur legend and “braids together Southern
folk traditions and Black Girl Magic into a
searing modern tale of grief, power, and selfdiscovery” (Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times
bestselling author of The Belles). After her
mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree
Matthews wants nothing to do with her family
memories or childhood home. A residential
program for bright high schoolers at
UNC–Chapel Hill seems like the perfect
escape—until Bree witnesses a magical attack
her very first night on campus. A flying demon
feeding on human energies. A secret society of
so called “Legendborn” students that hunt the
creatures down. And a mysterious teenage mage
who calls himself a “Merlin” and who
attempts—and fails—to wipe Bree’s memory of
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everything she saw. The mage’s failure unlocks
Bree’s own unique magic and a buried memory
with a hidden connection: the night her mother
died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now
that Bree knows there’s more to her mother’s
death than what’s on the police report, she’ll do
whatever it takes to find out the truth, even if
that means infiltrating the Legendborn as one of
their initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled
Legendborn with his own grudge against the
group, and their reluctant partnership pulls
them deeper into the society’s secrets—and
closer to each other. But when the Legendborn
reveal themselves as the descendants of King
Arthur’s knights and explain that a magical war
is coming, Bree has to decide how far she’ll go
for the truth and whether she should use her
magic to take the society down—or join the fight.
This paperback edition of Legendborn contains a
teaser to the thrilling sequel, Bloodmarked, as
well as an exclusive short story from Selwyn
Kane's perspective!
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Eight Will Fall - Sarah Harian 2019-11-26
"Adventurous and imaginative, Harian imbues
the world of Demura with an infectious charm
and energy, and just enough danger and
darkness. A gorgeous fantasy that will hook
readers from page one."—Madeleine Roux, New
York Times-bestselling author of the Asylum
series Lovers of dark, high-octane adventure will
be enthralled by Sarah Harian's Eight Will Fall,
a genre-bending YA fantasy standalone, perfect
for fans of Kendare Blake and Leigh Bardugo. In
a world where magic is illegal, eight criminals
led by rebellious Larkin are sent on a mission to
rid their realm of an ancient evil lurking beneath
the surface. Descending into a world full of
unspeakable horrors, Larkin and her crew must
use their forbidden magic to survive. As they
fight in the shadows, Larkin finds a light in
Amias, a fellow outlaw with a notorious past.
Soon, Larkin and Amias realize that their
destinies are intertwined. The eight of them
were chosen for a reason. But as the beasts
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grow in number and her band is picked off one
by one, Larkin is forced to confront a terrible
truth: They were never meant to return.
Round the Year in Myth and Song - Florence
Holbrook 2020-08-02
Reproduction of the original: Round the Year in
Myth and Song by Florence Holbrook
The Boy in the Red Dress - Kristin Lambert
2020-05-12
A Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue meets
Miss Fisher's Murder Mystery in this rollicking
romp of truth, lies, and troubled pasts. New
Year's Eve, 1929. Millie is running the show at
the Cloak & Dagger, a swinging speakeasy in the
French Quarter, while her aunt is out of town.
The new year is just around the corner, and all
of New Orleans is out to celebrate, but even
wealthy partiers' diamond earrings can't
outshine the real star of the night: the boy in the
red dress. Marion is the club's star performer
and his fans are legion--if mostly underground.
When a young socialite wielding a photograph of
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Marion starts asking questions, Millie wonders if
she's just another fan. But then her body is
found crumpled in the courtyard, dead from an
apparent fall off the club's balcony, and all signs
point to Marion as the murderer. Millie knows
he's innocent, but local detectives aren't so
easily convinced. As she chases clues that lead
to cemeteries and dead ends, Millie's attention is
divided between the wry and beautiful Olive, a
waitress at the Cloak & Dagger, and Bennie, the
charming bootlegger who's offered to help her
solve the case. The clock is ticking for the
fugitive Marion, but the truth of who the killer is
might be closer than Millie thinks.
Vassa in the Night - Sarah Porter 2016-09-20
“A dark, thoroughly modern fairy tale crackling
with wit and magical mayhem.” —Leigh
Bardugo, New York Times bestselling author of
Shadow and Bone “An enchantingly twisted
modern fairy tale, perfect for those who prefer
Grimm to Disney. Inventive, darkly magical, and
beautifully written, it will stay with me for a long
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time.” — Kendare Blake, New York Times
bestselling author of Three Dark Crowns Vassa
in the Night is a powerful and haunting modern
retelling of the Russian folktale “Vassilissa the
Beautiful” for teen fans of urban fantasy, fairy
tales, magic, and horror who enjoy books by
Leigh Bardugo, Kendare Blake, Catherynne
Valente, and V. E. Schwab. In the enchanted
kingdom of Brooklyn, the fashionable people put
on cute shoes, go to parties in warehouses, drink
on rooftops at sunset, and tell themselves
they’ve arrived. A whole lot of Brooklyn is like
that now—but not Vassa’s working-class
neighborhood. In Vassa’s neighborhood, where
she lives with her stepmother and bickering
stepsisters, one might stumble onto magic, but
stumbling out again could become an issue.
Babs Yagg, the owner of the local convenience
store, has a policy of beheading shoplifters—and
sometimes innocent shoppers as well. So when
Vassa’s stepsister sends her out for light bulbs in
the middle of night, she knows it could easily
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become a suicide mission. But Vassa has a bit of
luck hidden in her pocket, a gift from her dead
mother. Erg is a tough-talking wooden doll with
sticky fingers, a bottomless stomach, and a
ferocious cunning. With Erg’s help, Vassa just
might be able to break the witch’s curse and free
her Brooklyn neighborhood. But Babs won’t be
playing fair.... At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Mirror: Broken Wish - Julie C. Dao
2020-10-06
Sixteen-year-old Elva has a secret. She has
visions and strange powers that she will do
anything to hide. She knows the warnings about
what happens to witches in their small village of
Hanau. She's heard the terrible things people
say about the Witch of the North Woods, and the
malicious hunts that follow. But when Elva
accidentally witnesses a devastating vision of the
future, she decides she has to do everything she
can to prevent it. Tapping into her powers for
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the first time, Elva discovers a magical mirror
and its owner-none other than the Witch of the
North Woods herself. As Elva learns more about
her burgeoning magic, and the lines between
hero and villain start to blur, she must find a
way to right past wrongs before it's too late. The
Mirror: Broken Wish marks the first book in an
innovative four-book fairy-tale series written by
Julie C. Dao, Dhonielle Clayton, Jennifer
Cervantes, and L. L. McKinney, following one
family over several generations, and the curse
that plagues it.
Winter Flowers - Angélique Villeneuve
2021-10-07
It’s October 1918 and the war is drawing to a
close. Toussaint Caillet returns home to his wife,
Jeanne, and the young daughter he hasn’t seen
growing up. He is not coming back from the
front line but from the department for facial
injuries at Val-de-Grâce military hospital, where
he has spent the last two years. For Jeanne, who
has struggled to endure his absence and the
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hardships of wartime, her husband’s return
marks the beginning of a new battle. With the
promise of peace now in sight, the family must
try to stitch together a new life from the tatters
of what they had before.
Stay a Little Longer - Dawn Lanuza 2019-05-28
Elan wasn’t supposed to meet Caty. She lived
halfway around the world, and he barely left
Manila. Yet here he was, giving her a ride to the
airport. Convinced that they would never have to
see each other again after that day, Elan and
Caty started to bond over truths, dares, stolen
kisses, and games in hotel rooms and bars. With
brief encounters that turned them from
acquaintances to friends — tipping to the point
of lovers, always — will Elan and Caty keep
settling for a day, or will someone finally dare to
stay long enough to discover: Is this love?
The Most Dangerous Place on Earth Lindsey Lee Johnson 2017-01-10
An unforgettable cast of characters is unleashed
into a realm known for its cruelty—the American
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high school—in this captivating debut novel. The
wealthy enclaves north of San Francisco are not
the paradise they appear to be, and nobody
knows this better than the students of a local
high school. Despite being raised with all the
opportunities money can buy, these vulnerable
kids are navigating a treacherous adolescence in
which every action, every rumor, every feeling,
is potentially postable, shareable, viral. Lindsey
Lee Johnson’s kaleidoscopic narrative exposes at
every turn the real human beings beneath the
high school stereotypes. Abigail Cress is ticking
off the boxes toward the Ivy League when she
makes the first impulsive decision of her life:
entering into an inappropriate relationship with
a teacher. Dave Chu, who knows himself at heart
to be a typical B student, takes desperate
measures to live up to his parents’ crushing
expectations. Emma Fleed, a gifted dancer,
balances rigorous rehearsals with wild
weekends. Damon Flintov returns from a stint at
rehab looking to prove that he’s not an
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irredeemable screwup. And Calista Broderick,
once part of the popular crowd, chooses, for
reasons of her own, to become a hippie outcast.
Into this complicated web, an idealistic young
English teacher arrives from a poorer, scruffier
part of California. Molly Nicoll strives to connect
with her students—without understanding the
middle school tragedy that played out online and
has continued to reverberate in different ways
for all of them. Written with the rare talent
capable of turning teenage drama into urgent,
adult fiction, The Most Dangerous Place on
Earth makes vivid a modern adolescence lived in
the gleam of the virtual, but rich with sorrow,
passion, and humanity. Praise for The Most
Dangerous Place on Earth “Alarming, compelling
. . . Here’s high school life in all its
madness.”—The New York Times
“Unputdownable.”—Elle “Impossibly funny and
achingly sad . . . [Lindsey Lee] Johnson cracks
open adolescent angst with adult sensibility and
sensitivity.”—San Francisco Chronicle “[A]
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piercing debut . . . Johnson proves herself a
master of the coming-of-age story.”—The Boston
Globe “Entrancing . . . Johnson’s novel possesses
a propulsive quality. . . . Hard to put
down.”—Chicago Tribune “Readers may find
themselves so swept up in this enthralling novel
that they finish it in a single sitting.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
Island of Flowers - Nora Roberts 2020-03-03
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts “is indeed a word artist” (Los Angeles
Daily News) as revealed in Island of Flowers, the
story of a woman seeking to heal her past only to
find an unexpected loving future. To visitors and
vacationers, Hawaii is a romantic paradise of
palm trees and pristine beaches. To Laine
Simmons, it is merely home to her father, a man
she has traveled far to see in hopes of repairing
their estranged relationship. But Dillon O’Brian,
her father’s young business partner, is getting
too familiar with Laine’s family matters,
accusing her of seeking reparations over
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reconciliation. Dillon’s arrogance and audacity
would be more off putting if Laine didn’t find
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him more attractive and desirable whenever
they meet...
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